
Audiology - Hearing Care

 
Dedicated, compassionate, professional and responsive 

“...we care”
 

Purchasing hearing 
aids privately 

Patient information
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Wearing a small  
behind the ear  
’Receiver in the  
canal’ aid. 

Further information 

If you are still unsure 
whether this is the  
solution for you, why  
not book a 30 minute 
free consultation to  
discuss the options  
available. 

We are able to offer  
appointments at  
Newton Abbot or  
Torbay Hospital. 

Small behind  
the ear  

‘Receiver in  
the Canal’ -  

various  
colours  

available. 

Rechargeable behind  
the ear hearing aids. 

A ‘completely in the 
canal’ hearing aid. 

Contact us

Telephone: (01803) 655125

E-mail: sdhct.audiologyprivate@nhs.net
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During your initial appointment your  
Audiologist will discuss your requirements 
and advise you on the various styles of  
hearing aid and accessories available. This 
will enable you to choose your preferred  
option—with the help of expert guidance. 

Your Audiologist will then arrange for the 
fitting of your device(s), usually within days of 
your initial appointment; these will be fitted in 
line with best practise and national guidelines. 

We will provide you with  
a package that includes  
a three year warranty*,  
additional appointments  
and batteries for the  
three years.   

Price Guide 

Three year package of care, including: -

* initial assessment appointment 
* one or two hearing aids
* fitting appointment
* at least two follow-up appointments
* repair appointments
*  batteries & wax guards over the three years

Audiology Hearing Care provides  
a free high quality digital hearing 
aid service. However, if you are  
interested in purchasing more  
advanced technology in alternative 
styles, assistive technology or  
accessories to help maintain your 
hearing aids, we now offer the  
option of purchasing these.
 
You will be seen by a qualified Audiologist 
who is also a registered Hearing Aid  
Dispenser. Our Audiologists have a wealth 
of experience and will assess your hearing 
needs to a high standard—you can trust our 
Audiologists to advise you only of products 
that would be suitable for you whilst allowing 
you to choose your preferred option. 

How much will it cost? 

Including the previously mentioned care 
package, the cost of two hearing aids would 
start at £3000 dependant on the level of 
technology chosen.   

Payment will be required at the initial  
assessment appointment.  Alternatively, if 
you decide not to proceed at that time a 
charge of £120 will be payable to cover the  
appointment cost. 

Money back guarantee. 

We hope that you will be delighted with your 
new hearing aids, however, we do offer a 60 
day money back guarantee. 

You will be offered a follow-up appointment 
within 60 days of fitting the hearing aid. If at 
this appointment you choose to return your 
hearing aids you will just be charged for the 
appointments you will have had so far.  For 
example, an initial assessment, a fitting 
appointment and one follow-up appointment 
totalling £300.** 

How to pay? 

You will need to bring a payment method 
with you to the initial assessment appoint-
ment where full costs will be explained.  
Payment can be made by card or cheque.***

 

*some exclusions
** prices correct at Jan 2018 and are subject to change 
*** American Express not accepted

In the ear hearing aids can be  
as small as your fingertip.

Range of cleaning 
products available to 
purchase separately  
(helps maintain aids).

Example  
of assistive  
device— 
Roger Pen. 


